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About us

We shine a light on 
how to make successful 
change happen

The Health Foundation is an independent charity committed to bringing about better health and health 
care for people in the UK. 
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• We identify, support and fast-track 
promising ideas to improve health care, 
bridging the gap between policy and 
practice to help create the right conditions 
for change in the NHS. 

• We use data analytics to tackle real world 
problems in health and social care, for 
tangible public benefit. We work to create a 
future where everyone’s health and care 
benefits from these developments in 
analytics and data-driven technology. 
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The landscape
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To use AI to make personalised, integrated care, become a reality we need to:

1. Collect data that reflects lived experience

2. Build strong data and tech infrastructure 

3. Build a safe, skilled, resilient workforce

4. Address inequitable access to services and unequal outcomes

5. Develop a culture of trust and collaboration across the sector

Skills for Care, 2022

Michelle Corrigan, Programme Director of Better Security, Better Care
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Does technology help or hinder empathy and person-centred care?
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Case studies
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New funded programme
• Health Foundation’s Improvement 

team designs and delivers funding 
programmes to support change on 
the ground to improve health and 
care.

• Currently scoping a new £2m 
programme on technology 
enabling new models of care at 
home or in the community.
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Current example programmes:



Bringing together health and care, and technology
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Scoping approach
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Define the 
opportunity

Design the 
programme 2023

• Broad topic to be narrowed down to a small 
number of opportunities.

• Working collaboratively, drawing on diverse 
perspectives and experiences. 



The challenge
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How can we ensure that the use of AI in social care highlights and 

addresses inequalities, rather than further embedding them?
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